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Abstract
GPUs are critical for maximizing the throughput-per-Watt
of deep neural network (DNN) applications. However, DNN
applications often underutilize GPUs, even when using large
batch sizes and eliminating input data processing or commu-
nication stalls. DNN workloads consist of data-dependent
operators, with different compute and memory requirements.
While an operator may saturate GPU compute units or mem-
ory bandwidth, it often leaves other GPU resources idle.
Despite the prevalence of GPU sharing techniques, current
approaches are not sufficiently fine-grained or interference-
aware to maximize GPU utilization while minimizing inter-
ference at the granularity of 10s of `s. We propose Orion, a
system that transparently intercepts GPU kernel launches
from multiple clients sharing a GPU. Orion schedules work
on the GPU at the granularity of individual operators and
minimizes interference by taking into account each opera-
tor’s compute andmemory requirements.We integrate Orion
in PyTorch and demonstrate its benefits in various DNN
workload collocation use cases. Orion significantly improves
tail latency compared to state-of-the-art baselines for a high-
priority inference job while collocating best-effort inference
jobs to increase per-GPU request throughput by up to 7.3×,
or while collocating DNN training, saving up to 1.49× in
training costs compared to dedicated GPU allocation.

CCSConcepts: •Computingmethodologies→Machine
learning.
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(a) GPU Compute Throughput Utilization

(b) GPU Memory Bandwidth Utilization

Figure 1. GPU resource utilization for a MobileNetV2 train-
ing iteration with batch size 96 [84]. Utilization is bursty and
often low as individual operators saturate compute units or
memory bandwidth, often leaving one resource type idle.

1 Introduction
Deep Neural Network (DNN) applications achieve orders of
magnitude higher throughput-per-Watt when executing on
GPUs compared to CPUs [89, 96, 99, 101]. However, due to
the high price of GPU hardware, the ultimate energy and cost
savings of using GPUs for DNN jobs depend on operating
the accelerators at high utilization.

Despite the high compute and memory intensity of DNN
computations [86], individual DNN workloads often under-
utilize GPU hardware [98, 99]. Latency-critical inference jobs,
such as AutonomousDriving [77], fraud detection and recom-
mendation systems [16] use small batch sizes to meet service
level objectives, resulting in insufficient parallelism to keep
GPU compute units busy [49, 50, 75]. Training jobs attempt
to maximize batch size for high throughput, however the
batch size affects model convergence and must be tuned with
other hyperparameters [47, 56, 88, 95, 97]. Hence, in practice,
training jobs run with “large enough” batch sizes, which may
underutilize sizeable GPU memory capacity. Training jobs
may also stall waiting for input data [48, 62, 72, 73, 108] or
bottleneck on communication [80, 107], leaving GPUs idle.
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However, even if we eliminate input data stalls (e.g., by
scaling out data preprocessing [34, 48, 108]), alleviate com-
munication stalls (e.g., with asynchronous updates [40, 44],
gradient compression [68], and in-network aggregation [85]),
and pragmatically maximize batch sizes, DNN workloads still
underutilize GPU hardware. Figure 1 shows the fundamen-
tal reason why: a DNN workload consists of many data-
dependent operators that run for short periods of time (10s-
1000s of `s), each with different compute and memory re-
quirements. Utilization is bursty and low on average (see red
dotted lines) as individual operators saturate compute units
or memory bandwidth, but often leave a resource type idle.
For the MobileNetV2 training job in Figure 1, GPU compute
throughput and memory bandwidth utilization are below
40% and 55%, on average, respectively. The problem of GPU
underutilization is only getting worse as hardware vendors
continue to scale GPU memory and compute capacity [11].
A common solution is to share GPUs between jobs. The

main challenge is maximizing utilization while mitigating
interference between jobs for high performance. Temporal
sharing techniques time-slice the GPU at the granularity of
an inference request or training minibatch [39, 49, 100, 102–
104]. This can lead to head-of-line blocking, since incoming
inference requests or training minibatches need to wait for
the ongoing tasks to finish execution on the GPU before
being scheduled (see section 6), and still wastes resources
when the operators of individual tasks do not consume all
GPU compute or memory bandwidth. Spatial sharing im-
proves utilization, however, current techniques are either
too coarse-grained (e.g., Multi-Instance GPUs [12], Zico [67],
Tick-Tock [94]) or are not sufficiently interference-aware
(e.g., Multi-Process Service (MPS) [25], GPU Streams [15],
REEF [50], Paella [75]).
Figure 2 shows that state-of-the-art GPU sharing tech-

niques leave performance on the table. We collocate three
pairs of DNN jobs whose aggregate resource requirements
fit on a single V100-16GB GPU (see Table 1). The first job
in each pair is high-priority while the second is best-effort.
Each job issues one request at a time in a closed loop. The
stacked bar plot shows each job’s throughput on a shared
GPU with various techniques, compared to the total through-
put when jobs execute on dedicated GPUs (denoted as Ideal).
Temporal sharing, MPS, Streams, and Tick-Tock (proposed
for training job collocation) achieve far below ideal aggre-
gate throughput. REEF achieves high performance for the
high-priority job, but barely executes the best-effort job.

To help close this gap, we propose Orion1, a fine-grained,
interference-aware GPU scheduler. Orion maintains perfor-
mance for a high-priority workload while collocating best-
effort jobs to maximize GPU utilization and save costs. Orion
is a software system that intercepts GPU kernel launches

1Orion is available at https://github.com/eth-easl/orion

Figure 2. Existing GPU collocation techniques leave perfor-
mance on the table. Bold bars show high-priority DNN job
throughput, faint bars show best-effort job throughput.

from client applications sharing a GPU device. Orion sched-
ules requests based on client job priority, operator size, and
whether an operator is compute or memory bound. By sched-
uling at the granularity of individual operations, Orion spa-
tially shares the GPU to make best use of GPU compute units
and memory bandwidth that may be underutilized by the
high-priority job for only 10-1000s of `s.
Orion improves GPU resource efficiency (and cost) for a

variety of DNN collocation use cases, with minimal impact
on high-priority job performance. When collocating latency-
sensitive inference with best-effort offline inference, Orion
improves aggregate throughput by up to 7.3× compared to
dedicated GPU execution, while maintaining p99 latency
within 15% on average for the high-priority job. When collo-
cating a latency-sensitive inference job with a training job,
Orion maintains p99 inference latency within 14% on aver-
age while increasing the GPU’s aggregate throughput up to
2.3×. Orion reduces cost by 1.29× when collocating training
jobs while ensuring the high-priority training job maintains
throughput within 16% of its dedicated GPU throughput.

2 GPU Architecture Background
Figure 3 shows a typical GPU architecture. Without loss of
generality, we use NVIDIA hardware and CUDA program-
ming terminology [2, 13]. A GPU consists of multiple Stream-
ing Multiprocessors (SMs), each containing various types of
compute cores (e.g., fp64 units, tensor cores), register files,
and L1 cache. The GPU also has shared caches and memory.

GPUprogramming abstractions.Developers define their
DNN application as a collection of operations using high-
level APIs in a framework like PyTorch [79] or TensorFlow [29].
The application framework compiles these operations (e.g.,
convolution, batch normalization) for the target GPU ar-
chitecture and submits operations as CUDA computation
kernels to the GPU, along with CUDA memory management
operations that allocate, initialize, and free GPU memory.

https://github.com/eth-easl/orion
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Figure 3. Simplified GPU architecture.

Submitting a kernel involves specifying its resource require-
ments (e.g., the number of thread blocks2, registers, threads
per block, and shared memory required). The application
associates each kernel launch and memory operation to a
particular CUDA stream. A stream is
a sequence of operations that are guaranteed to execute

in order. Each application process has its own default stream.
To increase concurrency, applications can create additional
streams (optionally with different priorities [15]) and submit
kernels across streams.

GPU hardware scheduling. As shown in Figure 3, the
GPU buffers each CUDA stream’s kernels in a separate work
queue on the device. Most GPUs, in particular NVIDIA GPUs,
do not allow users to preempt kernels after submission [50].
The GPU hardware scheduler dispatches thread blocks from
kernels in each work queue based on stream priority. The
scheduler assigns a thread block to an SM when the thread
block’s data dependencies are met and an SM with sufficient
resources is available. Users cannot control which SM will
execute a particular thread block, though researchers have
reverse-engineered hardware scheduling policies for popular
GPU architectures [30, 45, 46]. When a thread block is as-
signed to an SM, the SM will schedule and execute all thread
warps from that block. SMs can execute multiple warps con-
currently, from thread blocks that may belong to different
kernels and streams [2]. However, if any warp saturates a
resource on the SM (e.g. the number of registers), the SM’s
warp scheduler will wait until no resource is saturated before
scheduling any additional warps, even if some resources on
the SM are available (e.g. compute units or shared memory).

GPU utilization metrics. The most common GPU uti-
lization metric is SM utilization, which is the percentage of
2A thread block is a group of threads, which will execute on the same SM
and can communicate via shared memory [4]. A thread block typically
consists of multiple warps, which are groups of threads that execute the
same instruction. There are typically 32 threads per warp.

SMs that are busy (i.e., executing at least one warp). SM
utilization does not fully capture GPU utilization as an SM
is considered busy even if only a small part of its resources
are in use. Compute throughput utilization is the utilization
of SM compute units, such as FP32, FP64, FP16, FMA units,
tensor cores, etc. [9]. Using the NVIDIA Nsight Compute
tool [26], we can get information about the utilization of
each individual component 3. The reported utilization is the
maximum of all distinct components utilizations. Memory
capacity utilization is the percentage of memory allocated
on the GPU. Memory bandwidth utilization is the percentage
of peak GPU internal memory bandwidth consumed.

3 Understanding DNN GPU Utilization
Although DNN applications typically have high compute and
memory intensity [86], they often underutilize GPUs [98, 99,
102, 103]. Prior work has identified reasons for low GPU
utilization and proposed solutions. Input data preprocess-
ing bottlenecks on host CPUs can leave GPUs idle while
waiting to ingest data [58, 62, 72, 73]. We can alleviate in-
put stalls by disaggregating and scaling out data prepro-
cessing [34, 48, 91, 108]. Communication between nodes can
limit distributed training throughput and idle GPUs [80, 107].
Aggressive pipelining [53, 74], gradient compression [68],
asynchronous updates [40, 44], in-network aggregation [85]
help hide communication stalls. Gang scheduling in multi-
GPU clusters can leave some GPUs idle while other GPUs for
a job become available [103]. Recent DNN systems address
this issue with elastic GPU allocation [33, 66, 76, 82].
However, even after eliminating input data, communica-

tion, and gang-scheduling bottlenecks, DNN jobs still struggle
to keep GPUs fully utilized, especially when modest batch
sizes are used. Real-time inference jobs, such as computer-
vision tasks in self-driving cars [42, 77], speech recognition
services [42] and online recommendation systems [16] usu-
ally employ small batch sizes, in order to avoid SLO viola-
tions [41, 49, 50, 75].
Throughput-oriented training jobs use large batch sizes,

but maximizing batch sizes to reach GPU memory limits is
not always beneficial [71, 78, 95]. Increasing the batch size
beyond a certain point can degrade the statistical efficiency
of training [56, 57, 61, 70, 82, 88], and have diminishing re-
turns in the training procedure, increasing the time needed
to reach a target accuracy [78], and decreasing the model’s
validation performance [82]. Shallue et al. [88] studied the
effects of increasing the batch size in a variety of models
and tasks. They observed that, beyond a certain point, fur-
ther increase in the batch size does not lead to reductions in
training time. Researchers have proposed adapting the learn-
ing rate as the batch sizes increase [47]. Nevertheless, these

3According to the NVIDIANsight Compute tool, X% utilization of a compute
unit (e.g. FP16 unit), means that the unit was active for X% of the time
(similar to CPU utilization).
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Model Workload Batch size Avg SMs busy (%) Compute
Throughput(%)

Memory
Bandwidth(%)

Memory
Capacity(%)

ResNet50 Inference 4 24 30 22 9
MobileNetV2 Inference 4 6 18 21 7
ResNet101 Inference 4 29 24 37 9
BERT-large Inference 2 95 72 28 14
Transformer Inference 4 61 52 29 10
ResNet50 Training 32 81 48 45 32

MobileNetV2 Training 64 71 34 49 43
ResNet101 Training 32 85 50 43 39
BERT-basic Training 8 61 44 21 38
Transformer Training 8 49.5 29 30 53

Table 1. Average GPU utilization for popular DNN workloads on a V100-16GB NVIDIA GPU. SM utilization is from the Nsight
Systems tool.Wemeasure the compute throughput andmemory bandwidth utilization of each kernel using sm_throughput and
gpu_compute_memory_throughput in Nsight Compute [8]. We monitor memory capacity with the nvidia-smi command.

techniques are model-specific and require significant tun-
ing and expertise [32, 57, 95]. DeepPool [78] demonstrates
convergence issues in distributed setups with large global
batch sizes, when per-GPU batch size remains constant while
increasing the number of GPUs. Hence, they recommend
strong scaling: when scaling out training to more GPUs for
large models, the optimal per-GPU batch size decreases. Sim-
ilarly, Crossbow [57] exhibits the best time-to-accuracy with
smaller batch sizes. These trends leave memory capacity and
GPU resources underutilized.
Recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) have become

very prevalent, due to their high performance in a diverse
spectrum of tasks. Since LLMs have exceptionally large mem-
ory capacity requirements (even with small batch sizes [60]),
the opportunities to share GPUs among LLM workloads are
more limited. Hence, LLMs are not our target workloads for
GPU sharing. Nevertheless, in Section 7, we discuss GPU
sharing opportunities for LLMs as the sequential token gen-
eration phase of LLM inference is memory-bound and un-
derutilizes the GPU’s compute throughput and SMs [55, 60].

3.1 Profiling the GPU utilization of DNN jobs
We profile a variety of popular DNN workloads execut-
ing on an NVIDIA V100-16GB GPU without stalls. We use
batch sizes for each workload based on configurations com-
monly used in prior work for the same or similar GPU hard-
ware [21, 23, 51, 54, 84, 97]. We use the Nsight Compute tool
to profile the compute and memory utilization of individual
kernels, and get a kernel execution trace using the Nsight
Systems tool. By aligning each kernel’s start and end points
with resource profile information, we generate resource uti-
lization traces for the entire workload (e.g. Figure 1). We
then compute the average utilization across the whole work-
load. Across all workloads, we observe that GPU compute
throughput and memory bandwidth utilization are bursty,
as shown in the example of Figure 1, and low on average,

Figure 4. Compute vs. memory intensive kernels for model
inference request (left) and model training minibatch (right).

as summarized in Table 1. Compute throughput utilization
ranges from 18% to 72%, even though up to 95% of SMs can
be “busy” on average (an SM is busy if it executes at least one
warp). Furthermore, workloads consume only 21-49% of GPU
memory bandwidth and 7-53% of GPU memory capacity.

When analyzing DNN kernel execution traces, we observe
that GPU compute utilization spikes often occur at differ-
ent points in time than memory utilization spikes. DNN
workloads consist of many kernels with different resource
requirements. Figure 4 classifies each workload’s kernels as
compute-intensive (performance is bounded by GPU compute
throughput) or memory-intensive (performance is bounded
by GPU memory bandwidth).4 Kernels typically execute for
10s to 100s of `s (for inference) or 100s to 1000s of `s (for
training). As kernels from an individual DNN job execute
sequentially due to data dependencies, when a kernel satu-
rates GPU compute or memory bandwidth, it often leaves
other GPU resources idle for short periods of time.
4Some kernels are labeled unknown because the NSight Compute tool does
not provide a Roofline analysis for all kernels.
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Kernel pairs Sequential Collocated Speedup
Conv2d-Conv2d 2.59 ms 2.63 ms 0.98×
BN2d-BN2d 1.78 ms 1.65 ms 1.08×
Conv2d-BN2d 2.15 ms 1.52 ms 1.41×

Table 2. Toy experiment collocating Conv2d (compute-
intensive) with BN2d (memory-intensive) kernels. Colloca-
tion leads to significant speedup over sequential execution
when kernels have opposite resource intensity.

3.2 Exploring GPU kernel collocation
A promising way to improve GPU utilization is to collocate
kernels with opposite resource intensity. While overlapping
kernel execution within a DNN job is limited due to data de-
pendencies, we can collocate kernels from different jobs. We
conduct a toy experiment with a compute-intensive kernel
Conv2d (a 2D convolution) and a memory-intensive kernel
BN2d (a 2D batch normalization), commonly used in vision
models. With a batch size of 32, Conv2d executes in 1.35 ms,
consuming 100% of SMs on a dedicated V100 GPU. BN2d
executes in 0.93 ms, consuming 40% of SMs. Table 2 shows
the execution time when executing the kernels sequentially
(on a single CUDA stream) and concurrently (on separate
CUDA streams). Collocating two Conv2d kernels is not ben-
eficial, as the two kernels compete for GPU SMs, ultimately
running sequentially. Collocating two BN2d kernels leads to
a small speedup compared to sequential execution. Despite
each kernel only consuming 40% of the GPU’s SMs, their
memory-intensive nature causes significant interference. In
contrast, collocating a Conv2d with a BN2d kernel reduces
aggregate latency by 1.41× compared to sequential execu-
tion, since they have different resource demands. Conv2d
consumes 89% and 20% of GPU compute throughput and
memory bandwidth, respectively, while BN2d has 14% com-
pute throughput and 80% memory bandwidth utilization.

Takeaway: Individual DNN jobs consist of kernels with
various compute and memory requirements, as shown in
Figure 4. Since kernels need to execute sequentially, due to
data dependencies, they often underutilize GPU’s compute
and memory bandwidth. Sharing GPUs between DNN jobs
is necessary to maximize utilization. Our toy experiment,
described in Table 2, has shown that spatial collocation is
most effective for kernels with opposite compute vs. mem-
ory intensity. Since DNN jobs consist of both compute- and
memory-intensive kernels (Figure 4), colocating opposite-
profile kernels from different DNN jobs would help increase
utilization, while minimizing interference.

4 Related Work on GPU Sharing
We summarize current approaches for GPU sharing and dis-
cusswhy they are not sufficiently fine-grained or interference-
aware to make use of GPU resources that a high-priority
DNN job may underutilize for ∼100s of `s at a time.

Temporal sharing. Temporal sharing techniques time-
slice the GPU by context switching between multiple jobs to
improve utilization. Prior systems focus on multiplexing mul-
tiple DNN models per GPU whose collective state does not
fit in GPU memory. Hence, the main challenge these systems
address is efficiently swapping state as requests for particu-
lar models arrive. Gandiva [102] uses a suspend-and-restart
mechanism to transfer state between host and GPU memory
during context switches. Salus [104] reduces context switch-
ing by optimizing which state should remain on the GPU.
Clockwork [49] serves thousands of DNNs per GPU with
predictable latency by determining upfront whether the GPU
can meet the request deadline based on the expected time
to load/unload DNN state and run inference. Antman [103]
dynamically adjusts job memory allocations to enable more
efficient cluster-level job collocation per GPU for tempo-
ral sharing. Transparent GPU Sharing (TGS) [100] enables
application-agnostic temporal GPU sharing for container-
ized workloads. However, these systems still execute one job
at a time. As discussed in §3, this underutilizes GPUs as an
individual DNN job’s kernels often do not consume all GPU
compute units and memory. The goal of our fine-grained,
interference-aware sharing is to fill spare GPU capacity for
such jobs. Our work complements the above approaches,
which efficiently swap state to fit more models per GPU.

Spatial sharing. Spatial sharing mechanisms enable jobs
to simultaneously use different regions of a GPU [106]. NVIDIA
Multi-Instance GPU (MIG) [12] offers coarse-grained GPU
partitioning, but lacks the agility to opportunistically har-
vest resources that are underutilized for short time slots.
MIG partitions take 100s of ms to create and models take
10s of seconds to resume execution from checkpoints after a
new partition is created [65]. NVIDIA Multi-Process Service
(MPS) [25] enables multiple processes to run in parallel on
a GPU, but leads to high interference, as processes freely
share caches, compute, and memory resources (see Figure 2).
REEF [50] schedules kernels at a fine granularity based on
their size and priority, and is designed to collocate high and
low priority inference jobs. Zico [67] and Tick-Tock [94]
collocate training jobs on GPUs by scheduling forward and
backward passes to minimize total memory consumption.
However, none of these approaches co-schedule kernels

based on their compute and memory profiles, which we
showed in §3 is critical to minimize interference while maxi-
mizing GPU utilization.

5 Orion
We propose Orion, a fine-grained, interference-aware GPU
scheduler. Orion’s goal is to maintain high performance for
a high-priority job while using spare GPU resources for best-
effort jobs. Orion is transparent to end users and requires no
API changes. We implement Orion as a dynamically linked
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library that controls GPU operations submitted by an ap-
plication framework (e.g., PyTorch). As shown in Figure 5,
Orion intercepts GPU operations submitted by each client
and buffers the operations in per-client software queues.
Operations include GPU kernels (e.g., convolution, batch
normalization) and memory management operations (e.g.,
memory allocations, memory copies). Orion submits opera-
tions from per-client software queues to the GPU hardware
using the scheduling policy described in §5.1, leveraging
kernel characteristics collected during an offline workload
profiling phase, described in §5.2. Orion operates on the level
of a single GPU device. In distributed DNN job deployments,
a separate instance of Orion runs per GPU device.

5.1 Orion Scheduler
We describe Orion’s GPU kernel scheduling policy (§5.1.1)
along with the mechanisms we use to implement the schedul-
ing policy (§5.1.2) and manage GPUmemory (§5.1.3). Orion’s
policy is developed and evaluated with closed-source GPUs
in mind, which do not allow users to control the physical
placement of the kernels in the SMs, or preempt kernels after
submission.

5.1.1 GPU Kernel Scheduling Policy. The pseudo code
in Listing 1 shows Orion’s scheduling policy, assuming for
simplicity that two clients share the GPU: a high prior-
ity client (client_hp) and a best-effort client (client_be).
Orion generalizes to an arbitrary number of best-effort clients
by serving clients round-robin.
Orion executes the run_scheduler method to continu-

ously poll each client’s software queue (lines 4-6). If a kernel
from the high-priority job is present (line 7), Orion submits
it directly to the GPU hardware on a dedicated GPU stream
(line 8). The GPU hardware executes kernels submitted to the
same stream sequentially, thus respecting data dependencies.

If a kernel from a best-effort job is present (line 10), Orion
executes schedule_be() to decide if it is currently suitable
to launch the kernel on the GPU. In order to reduce interfer-
ence between the high-priority and best-effort tasks, Orion
takes into account the compute and memory profiles of the
high-priority and best-effort kernels, as well as the Stream-
ing Multiprocessor demands and duration of the best-effort
kernels. A best-effort kernel is suitable to schedule if there is
no high-priority task ongoing. The best-effort kernel is also
suitable to schedule if it is sufficiently small (in terms of the
number of SMs it requires) and if the kernel has an opposite
resource profile (compute vs. memory bound) compared to
the high-priority kernel (lines 27-29). Orion considers the
number of SMs (in addition to the compute/memory resource
profiles) since large best-effort kernels might occupy all the
SMs of the GPU and starve high-priority kernels. By default,
we set SM_THRESHOLD to the total number of SMs on the GPU
device, however, this parameter can also be tuned dynami-
cally to increase utilization while monitoring high-priority
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Figure 5. Orion system architecture.

job performance. For example, when the high-priority job
is a throughput-oriented job, such as training, we find that
SM_THRESHOLD can be increased for more aggressive collo-
cation. Tuning is done by monitoring the throughput of the
high-priority job and adjusting the SM_THRESHOLD with bi-
nary search, using the maximum number of SMs needed
by any kernel of the best-effort job as the max value and
zero as the min value in the search. Kernels with unknown
resource profiles tend to be very short-running, hence Orion
optimistically allows these kernels to execute with compute
or memory-bound kernels.

To minimize interference despite the asynchronous nature
of GPU kernel execution and the lack of kernel preemption
software available to the users, Orion checks one additional
condition before submitting a best-effort kernel to the GPU
hardware (line 12). Orion keeps track of best-effort kernels
that are still outstanding on the GPU (i.e., submitted but not
yet completed) and their expected duration, obtained from
an initial profiling phase (described in §5.2). Orion will only
launch the best-effort kernel if the expected total duration
of the outstanding best-effort kernels is not already close
to the high-priority job request latency, if the high-priority
job is an inference workload, or iteration duration, if the
high-priority job is a training workload. Throttling long-
running sequences of best-effort kernels is necessary since
as soon as they start executing on the GPU, they cannot
be preempted even if high-priority kernels get submitted.
DUR_THRESHOLD is a tunable percentage of the high-priority
job request latency. We explore Orion’s performance sensi-
tivity to DUR_THRESHOLD (see §6.4) and empirically set the
default percentage to 2.5%.

Finally, in line 19, Orion submits the best-effort kernel on a
separate GPU stream and keeps track of the outstanding best-
effort kernel durations. In the case of multiple best-effort
clients, Orion uses a separate GPU stream for each client.

5.1.2 Scheduling ImplementationMechanisms. Orion
uses two key mechanisms to implement the policy.

GPU stream priorities. Closed-source GPUs, such as
NVIDIA GPUs, do not expose the hardware scheduler to
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1 def run_scheduler(client_q_hp , client_q_be):

2 be_duration = 0, be_submitted = Event()

3 hp_task_running = False

4 while True:

5 op_hp = client_q_hp.pop()

6 op_be = client_q_be.peek()

7 if (op_hp != None):

8 launch_kernel(op_hp , stream_hp)

9 hp_task_running = True

10 if (op_be != None):

11 schedule = schedule_be(op_hp , op_be)

12 if (be_duration > DUR_THRESHOLD):

13 if (be_submitted.finished ()):

14 be_duration = 0

15 else:

16 schedule = False

17 if (schedule):

18 client_q_be.pop()

19 launch_kernel(op_be , stream_be)

20 be_duration += op_be.duration

21 be_submitted.record(stream_be)

22

23 def schedule_be(op_hp , op_be):

24 schedule = False

25 if (! hp_task_running):

26 schedule = True

27 else if (op_be.sm_needed < SM_THRESHOLD

28 and have_different_profiles(op_hp ,op_lp)):

29 schedule = True

30 return schedule

Listing 1. Orion scheduling algorithm assuming one high
priority and one best-effort client.

software. However, we can influence the behavior of the
hardware scheduler by using streams priorities [15]. The
GPU hardware prioritizes scheduling an incoming kernel
from a high-priority stream, even when low-priority kernels
are pending (i.e. not executing yet). However, there is no
guarantee that thread blocks from a high-priority stream
will preempt the execution of a kernel running on a stream
with a lower priority [7]. The lack of preemption is why we
throttle best-effort kernels with the DUR_THRESHOLD check.
CUDA events. CUDA Events [18] provide a way to moni-

tor the progress of each stream in the GPUwithout expensive
stream synchronization operations, which would block the
CPU scheduler thread. Upon submitting a best-effort kernel,
Orion records its submission in a CUDA event (line 21 in List-
ing 1). The GPU sets the event status as "finished" after the
submitted kernel completes. Orion uses cudaEventQuery to
query the status of the best-effort stream without blocking.

5.1.3 Memory Management. Orion uses the policy in
§5.1.1 to schedule GPU kernels on SMunits. In contrast, mem-
ory allocation and memory copy operations consume only

CPU-GPU PCIe bandwidth. In our current design, Orion di-
rectly submits memory operations to the GPU.We plan to ex-
tend our current implementation with techniques that man-
age PCIe bandwidth interference [39]. Orion could schedule
each cudaMemcpy operation by considering its PCIe band-
width requirements and current bus bandwidth utilization.

Orion maintains application semantics for all memory
operations. For blocking operations, like cudaMemcpy and
cudaMemset, Orion blocks until the operation completes on
the GPU. For asynchronous memory operations, such as
cudaMemcpyAsync, clients continue executing after Orion
intercepts the operation. For memory operations that cause
device synchronization (e.g., cudaMalloc, cudaFree), Orion
synchronizes all clients to avoid invalid memory accesses.
The current implementation of Orion assumes that the

cluster manager chooses to collocate jobs that fit in GPU
memory, as assumed in other works like REEF [50]. Orion
is orthogonal to and hence can be combined out-of-the-
box with existing mechanisms for GPU memory swapping,
such as making use of the NVIDIA Unified Memory mech-
anism [5], or more sophisticated swapping mechanisms as
the ones proposed in Salus [104], PipeSwitch [35], Clock-
Work [49], and vLLM [60]. We intend to integrate layer-by-
layer offloading [83] to Orion. This involves maintaining the
high-priority task on the GPU while gradually swapping
layers of best-effort job(s) in and out of the GPU if the whole
model(s) do not fit in the remaining GPU memory. As GPU-
CPU interconnects are becoming faster and faster [24], we
expect that swapping will have lower overhead.

5.2 Workload Profiling
Orion’s scheduling policy requires information about the
compute vs. memory intensity of each kernel, the expected
execution time and SM requirements of each best-effort job
kernel, and the request latency of high-priority jobs. Be-
fore execution, Orion profiles each DNN workload offline
and generates a file containing profile information for each
kernel in the model. The Orion scheduler loads the profil-
ing information in an in-memory lookup table, indexed by
unique kernel ID.

Kernel latency and resource profiles. Orion uses the
Night Compute [26] and Nsight Systems [27] tools from
NVIDIA to collect the compute throughput, memory through-
put, and execution time of each kernel. We use the roofline
analysis in Nsight Compute, which classifies a kernel as
compute-bound or memory-bound. Since the tool does not
include roofline analysis for all kernels, we further classify a
kernel as compute or memory bound if its compute through-
put or memory bandwidth utilization is over 60%, respec-
tively, as recommended by the Nsight Compute tool. If both
compute throughput and memory bandwidth utilization are
below 60% and roofline analysis is not available for the ker-
nel, we classify its resource profile as unknown. In practice,
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we find that the unknown kernels mostly occur in the up-
date phase of a training iteration, are very small, and intro-
duce negligible interference when collocated with other jobs.
Thus, Orion allows best-effort kernels of unknown resource
profiles to be collocated with any high-priority kernel.

Kernel SM requirements. For each kernel in the best-
effort jobs, Orion uses the Nsight Compute tool to get the
number of blocks, the number of threads per block, the num-
ber of registers per thread, and the amount of shared memory
that the kernel requires. For each kernel 𝑘 , we first determine
blocks_per_sm𝑘 , which is the number of blocks that can be
supported per SM on the target GPU architecture for that
kernel. blocks_per_sm𝑘 can be limited by the number of
threads, the number of registers, or the amount of shared
memory available per SM that the kernel 𝑘 requires. We
then calculate the number of SMs required per kernel as:
sm_needed𝑘 = ceil(num_blocks𝑘 /blocks_per_sm𝑘 ).
Request latency. To determine the DUR_THRESHOLD pa-

rameter, whichOrion uses to throttle best-effort kernel launches
based on their duration relative to high-priority request exe-
cution, Orion must also profile high-priority request latency,
when the job is running alone in a dedicated GPU. For in-
ference jobs, a request refers to a single batch of inference
requests. For training jobs, a request refers to a single train-
ing iteration.

5.3 Integration in DNN framework
Orion’s scheduling policy is agnostic to the application frame-
work. Orion is dynamically linked to the DNN framework
and is transparent to end users.

PyTorch Prototype. For our prototype, we implement
Orion in PyTorch [79] in 3000 lines of C++/CUDA code. In
native PyTorch, client applications launch kernels using the
CUDA runtime API [14] and libraries like CUBLAS [19] and
CUDNN [20], which provide high-performance implementa-
tions for common DNN operations. Orion intercepts CUDA
kernel launches by overriding them with wrapper functions,
which submit the necessary information (kernel identifier
and arguments) to the per-client software queues. Orion cur-
rently implements wrappers for memory management op-
erations (cudaMalloc, cudaMemcpy, cudaMemset, cudaFree,
etc) and kernel launch operations (cudaLaunchKernel) from
the CUDA runtime API, as well as CUDNN and CUBLAS
functions for convolution, batch normalization, and matrix-
matrix multiplication. These wrappers are sufficient to sup-
port all the DNN workloads in our evaluation, though more
can be added. Intercepting operations and managing the per-
client software queues is lightweight. The overhead of using
Orion’s wrappers is less than 1%, as we show in §6.5.
In our current prototype and evaluation, client applica-

tions and the Orion scheduler run as different threads of
the same process, enabling in-process memory sharing and
fast communication. Orion can also be used for applications
executing as different processes. In this case, Orion executes

as a separate process and clients submit kernels to queues in
shared memory regions. This requires the GPU to support
concurrent access frommultiple processes, such as NVIDIA’s
MPS feature [25].

6 Evaluation
We evaluate Orion to answer the following key questions:

• How does Orion’s performance compare to other GPU
sharing approaches?

• What are the cost and GPU utilization benefits of using
Orion compared to dedicating GPUs for each job?

• Which aspects of Orion’s scheduling policy contribute
most to performance benefits?

• How does Orion generalize to a newGPU architecture?
• How does Orion scale to multiple best-effort clients?
• What are the overheads of Orion’s kernel profiling and
kernel launch interception mechanisms?

6.1 Methodology
Experiment testbed. We evaluate Orion on an NVIDIA
V100-16GB GPU using a Google Cloud n1-standard-8 VM,
which has 8 vCPU cores and 30 GB of DRAM. We use Py-
Torch 1.12 with Python 3.9 and CUDA 10.2. We also show
that Orion generalizes to other GPU architectures by evaluat-
ing Orion on an A100-40GB GPU using an a2-highgpu-1g
VM, with CUDA 11.3. For all experiments, we ensure jobs
execute with no data preprocessing or communication bot-
tlenecks. Hence, we evaluate Orion’s ability to improve GPU
utilization while minimizing interference in the most chal-
lenging setting, where each individual job maximizes its own
GPU utilization. We repeat each experiment three times.

Workloads.We consider three common GPU sharing use
cases. First, we collocate a high-priority, latency-sensitive
inference job with a best-effort training job (inf-train). Next,
we collocate high-priority and best-effort training (train-
train). Finally, we collocate a high-priority, latency-sensitive
inference job with best-effort offline inference jobs (inf-inf ).

For each use case, we consider popular DNN models from
computer vision and natural language processing (NLP) do-
mains. ResNet50, ResNet101 [51] and MobileNet-v2 [84] are
representative vision models. We use their TorchVision im-
plementations [28]. BERT [43] and Transformer [92] are rep-
resentative NLP models. We use the implementations from
NVIDIA [22]. We use full-precision for both training and in-
ference. Table 1 summarizes the batch size for each workload.
We match batch sizes to those used in prior works on the
same or comparable GPU platforms [21, 23, 51, 54, 84, 97].

We consider uniform and Poisson request arrival distribu-
tions for inference jobs. A uniform distribution is representa-
tive of application domains such as autonomous driving (e.g.,
where cameras detect obstacles [36, 37]), whereas Poisson
arrivals are representative of event-driven, real-time DNN
applications (e.g., speech recognition [50, 52]). We select
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Inf-Inf Inf-Train
Model Uniform Poisson Poisson

ResNet50 80 50 15
MobileNet-v2 100 65 40
ResNet101 40 25 9
BERT 8 5 4

Transformer 20 12 8
Table 3. Requests per second (RPS) for DNN inference jobs.

the mean request arrival rates (shown in Table 3) to match
the mean invocation request rates of the top 20 most fre-
quently executed functions in the Microsoft Azure Functions
trace [87], as used in other works [49, 105] to stress-test
GPU collocation scenarios. For the vision models, we also
use an inference trace collected from a real object detection
model deployment in the Apollo autonomous driving sys-
tem [36]. This inference trace is from the DISB inference
serving benchmark [17], first used to evaluate REEF [50]. For
experiments with the Apollo trace, we use the trace’s invo-
cation timestamps for the high-priority inference job and as-
sume uniform request inter-arrival for collocated best-effort
inference jobs. Meanwhile, training jobs submit requests in
a closed loop.

Baselines.We compare Orion to temporal sharing, which
time-slices the GPU by executing one job’s request at a time,
while prioritizing the high-priority job. We also compare
Orion to NVIDIA MPS [25] and GPU Streams [3] spatial
sharing mechanisms. GPU Streams allow multiple client ap-
plications to share a GPU, as long as they are part of the
same process. Hence, for this baseline, we run each DNN
application client as a separate thread, which submits re-
quests to a separate CUDA stream. We assign a high-priority
stream to the high-priority job, and a default-priority stream
to each of the best-effort jobs. MPS is a feature in NVIDIA
GPUs with compute capability 3.5 or higher, which enables
multiple processes to spatially share the GPU.
We also compare to the state-of-the-art REEF [50] GPU

sharing policy. REEF is originally developed for AMD GPUs,
which allows users to preempt kernels during execution. For
NVIDIA GPUs, the authors proposed a restricted version
of kernel preemption, REEF-N, which allows high-priority
kernels to bypass best-effort kernels in software queues be-
fore submission to GPU. Since only the AMD GPU version
of REEF is currently open source, we implement REEF-N
and the kernel selection rules from the original paper, which
schedule kernels based on their size (number of SMs) and
expected latency. We use a software queue size of 12 kernels,
based on discussions with the REEF authors. While REEF
was primarily designed to collocate inference jobs (since
training jobs include non-idempotent kernels that update
model state), REEF-N is safe to use for training jobs as kernel

execution is never preempted. Hence, we compare Orion to
the REEF-N policy for all collocation use cases.

For training job collocation (train-train), we compareOrion
to Tick-Tock [94], which offsets the forward and backward
passes of trainingminibatch iterations to minimize aggregate
memory usage and reduce interference. Zico [67] also imple-
ments this approach. Since neither system has an available
open-source implementation for PyTorch, we implement the
approach based on the papers.
As a performance upper bound, we measure the latency

and throughput of each workload on a dedicated GPU. The
Ideal baseline has latency equal to the high-priority job’s
latency with no collocation and throughput equal to the
sum of high-priority’s and best-effort jobs’ dedicated GPU
throughput. This baseline is a lower bound for latency and
an upper bound for throughput.

6.2 Performance and cost benefits
We evaluate inf-train, train-train, and inf-inf collocation use
cases with two DNN clients at a time: one high-priority and
one best-effort. For the high-priority inference job, we report
the p99 latency. We observe similar trends for all baselines
for the p50 and p95 latency, so we omit the respective plots
for brevity.

6.2.1 Inference-Training. Figure 6 shows the p99 latency
and aggregate throughput of a high-priority inference job
with Apollo trace request arrivals, collocated with a best-
effort training job. Each bar represents the performance of
a high-priority inference workload (labeled on the x-axis),
averaged across experiments that collocate each one of the
DNN training jobs from Table 3. The standard deviation bars
show how inference latency varies across the five different
collocated training jobs. Figure 7 shows results for a sim-
ilar inf-train setup, but assuming Poisson arrivals for the
high-priority inference job.
Temporal sharing leads to high tail inference latency, de-

spite prioritizing inference requests. An incoming inference
request must wait for any ongoing training iteration to com-
plete before it starts executing, resulting in high queuing
delays. Spatial sharing mechanisms improve performance
by parallelizing request execution across multiple streams.
However, GPU Streams and MPS mechanisms only maxi-
mize aggregate throughput and do not prioritize the latency-
sensitive inference job, leading to high tail latency. MPS
generally achieves lower latency than Streams, since multi-
processing is more efficient than multi-threading in Python
applications. Clients in the Streams baseline run as different
threads, hence they contend for the Python global interpreter
lock [10]. The REEF policy is also unable to maintain low p99
inference latency, as it lacks interference-aware scheduling
and does not sufficiently throttle the best-effort training job.
On average, REEF’s inference latency is 3.44× higher than
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(a) p99 latency of inference job averaged across collocation experi-
ments with each model training job.

(b) The bold bar is inference throughput (for high-priority model on
x-axis). The faint bar is the average best-effort training throughput.

Figure 6. Inference-Training (Apollo trace): inference latency and total throughput

(a) p99 latency of inference job averaged across collocation experi-
ments with each model training job.

(b) The bold bar is inference throughput (for high-priority model on
x-axis). The faint bar is the average best-effort training throughput.

Figure 7. Inference-Training (Poisson): inference latency and total throughput.

ideal for the Apollo trace experiments and 2.5× higher than
ideal for the Poisson arrival experiments.
In contrast, Orion keeps p99 latency of the high-priority

inference job within 14% of the ideal latency, which is 2.3-
3× lower than REEF, on average. Orion also achieves low
variance in inference latency across collocations with dif-
ferent models. At the same time, Orion increases aggregate
throughput by up to 1.3× and 2.3× compared to inference
throughput on a dedicated GPU, for the Apollo and Poisson
experiments, respectively.

Table 4 shows the cost benefits of using Orion to collocate
a Poisson arrival inference job with different training jobs
on a single GPU, compared to dedicating separate GPUs for
each job. We calculate the cost savings as:

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 =
2 𝐺𝑃𝑈 · 𝐽𝐶𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
1 𝐺𝑃𝑈 · 𝐽𝐶𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

=
2 ·𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

where 𝐽𝐶𝑇 is the job completion time. Dedicated and
collocated scenarios use 2 GPUs and 1 GPU, respectively.
Throughput is the inverse of job completion time. Overall,
Orion achieves 1.26× to 1.49× cost savings.
We also measure Orion’s impact on GPU utilization. Fig-

ure 8a plots V100 GPU Compute Throughput utilization over
time for a ResNet50 inference job running alone, while Fig-
ure 8b shows utilization when using Orion to collocate the
inference job with a best-effort ResNet50 training job. The
inference job submits requests with a uniform distribution
at 100 requests per second. Orion fills in the fine-grained
low-utilization periods of the inference job, increasing the av-
erage Compute Throughput utilization from 7% to 36%. The
remaining periods of low utilization in Figure 8b correspond
to times when memory copy operations execute from the
host CPU to GPU. The GPU hardware cannot schedule ker-
nels during memory copies [1]. Similarily, Figure 9a and 9b
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(a) ResNet50 Inference alone

(b) ResNet50 Inference + ResNet50 Training

Figure 8. Inference job Compute throughput utilization on
a dedicated GPU vs. collocated with training.

Model Dedicated
Training
iterations/sec

Collocated
Training
iterations/sec

Cost
Savings

ResNet50 10.3 7.45 1.45×
MobileNetV2 12.5 8.78 1.4×
ResNet101 6.3 4.7 1.49×
BERT 4.91 3.1 1.26×
Transformer 6 3.9 1.3×

Table 4. Training throughput on a dedicated GPU for each
model vs. its average training throughput when collocated
with inference jobs using Orion. Cost savings come from
collocating on a single GPU vs. using 2 separate GPUs.

plot the GPU memory bandwidth utilization of the inference
job running alone and colocated with training, respectively.
In that case, Orion improves Memory Bandwidth Utilization
from 10% to 47%. Finally, Orion improves SM utilization from
11% to 49%.

6.2.2 Training-Training. Figure 10 shows average aggre-
gate throughput when collocating high-priority and best-
effort training jobs. With MPS and Streams, high-priority job
throughput is, on average, 1.7× less than the job’s through-
put on a dedicated GPU, due to interference. MPS achieves
up to 6% higher throughput than Streams due to process-
based parallelism. Tick-Tock exhibits the lowest throughput
among all baselines, mainly due to synchronization at the
beginning and end of the forward and backward passes. This
causes the fastest job to wait for the slowest one, reducing
the throughput of the high-priority training job by 1.93×.

(a) ResNet50 Inference alone

(b) ResNet50 Inference + ResNet50 Training

Figure 9. Inference Memory bandwidth utilization on a ded-
icated GPU vs. collocated with training.

Figure 10. Average throughput of high priority (bold bar)
and best-effort training jobs (faint bar).

In contrast, REEF maintains high-priority job throughput
within 8% of ideal. However, Figure 10 shows that REEF heav-
ily throttles best-effort kernels, as few best-effort training
iterations complete. Orion achieves the best of both worlds.
It maintains high-priority job throughput within 16% of ideal,
while achieving up to 1.6× higher throughput compared to
dedicating the GPU to the high-priority job. By collocat-
ing the best-effort job during low-utilization periods of the
high-priority job, Orion effectively increases overall GPU
utilization. For example, when collocating a high-priority
job training BERT with a best-effort job training MobileNet,
Orion increases average SM utilization, compute utilization,
and memory bandwidth utilization by 1.4×, 1.34×, and 1.7×,
respectively.

By making progress on best-effort training jobs while serv-
ing a high-priority training job, Orion reduces the total time
to complete a set of training jobs (i.e., job makespan). We
compare the cost of training all examined models on a single
GPU with Orion versus executing training jobs sequentially
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Figure 11. Inference-inference (Apollo): p99 latency of high-
priority model (on x-axis) averaged across collocation exper-
iments with all other models.

on a dedicated GPU. We run ResNet50, ResNet101, and BERT
as high-priority training jobs and MobileNet-V2 and Trans-
former as best-effort jobs. Orion reduces the job makespan
by 1.29×, leading to 1.29× cost savings as the GPU is required
for less time to complete the jobs. In comparison, the MPS
baseline achieves only 1.14× cost savings compared to se-
quential execution, and at the expense of 1.25× higher job
completion time for high-priority jobs compared to Orion.
Compared to REEF, Orion reduces JCT and cost by 1.29×.

6.2.3 Inference-Inference. Figure 11 shows the p99 in-
ference latency when collocating a high-priority vision infer-
ence job with a best-effort inference job. The model on the
x-axis is the high-priority model, which receives inference
requests based on the Apollo trace. The best-effort inference
job receives requests with uniform inter-arrival distribution.
Figure 12 shows a similar experiment, but assuming Poisson
arrivals for both jobs. In our inf-inf experiments, all base-
lines achieve similar aggregate throughput (not shown in
the plots), but the tail latency of the high-priority inference
job differs greatly across baselines.
GPU Streams and MPS incur high p99 latency overhead:

on average 1.89× higher than the ideal p99 latency and with
high variance across model collocations. Since REEF does not
take into account the compute versus memory intensity of
the kernels it schedules, its p99 latency for the high-priority
job is 1.86× and 1.25× higher than the ideal case, for the
Apollo and Poisson experiments, respectively.

In contrast, Orion keeps the high-priority inference p99 la-
tency within 22% and 15% of the ideal latency for the Apollo
and Poisson experiments, respectively, while increasing ag-
gregate inference throughput by up to 2× (for Apollo) and
7.3× (for Poisson) compared to dedicating the GPU to the
high-priority job only. Overall, Orion provides cost savings
of 2× for 2-client inf-inf use cases compared to the dedicated
GPU case, since Orion serves the models on a single GPU
instead of one for each job.

Figure 12. Inference-Inference (Poisson): p99 latency of
high-priority model (on x-axis) averaged across collocation
experiments with all other models.

6.3 Generalizing to other GPUs and more clients
As GPU hardware resource capacity continues to scale with
each new generation [11], more tenants can be collocated. To
show that Orion can scale to multiple clients and generalize
to other GPU architectures, we evaluate Orion with 5 infer-
ence clients sharing a A100-40GB GPU. Figure 13 plots p99
latency of the high-priority inference job (labeled on x-axis)
collocated with 4 best-effort inference jobs serving the other
models in Table 3, all with Poisson request arrivals. We show
standard deviation across three runs of the same experiment.
We compare MPS and REEF with Orion. We omit temporal
sharing and Streams baselines due to their poor performance
(tail latency is 3 orders of magnitude higher than ideal).

MPS leads to 2.2× higher p99 latency than ideal. Although
employing REEF’s fine-grained scheduling policy helps re-
duce tail latency, it is still 21% higher than ideal. In contrast,
Orion’s interference-aware policy and control mechanisms
keep the p99 latency of all workloads within 9% of ideal,
showcasing Orion’s ability to generalize across GPU genera-
tions and scale to multiple clients.

6.4 Performance analysis breakdown
In Figure 14, we analyze which aspects of Orion’s policy
contribute most to performance benefits. We show results
for the inf-train use case with Poisson inference arrivals.
Our conclusions apply to the other use cases as well. We
start by simply assigning each client to a different CUDA
stream, each with the default priority. The GPU Streams
bar in Figure 14 shows this approach has high latency. The
Stream Priorities baseline shows that using the highest
CUDA priority for the stream of the high-priority inference
job helps reduce the p95 latency by up to 25%. Adding the
first component of Orion’s policy, which schedules best-
effort job kernels based on their compute-memory resource
profiles, reduces the p95 latency by an additional 48%. Finally,
taking into account the sizes (number of SMs) of the kernels
reduces the latency by up to 54% on top of the Compute/Mem
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Figure 13. p99 latency of high-priority inference job when
collocated with 4 best-effort inference jobs on A100 GPU.

profiles baseline. Hence, compute/memory-aware and size-
aware scheduling are roughly equally important. We then
check whether stream priorities are essential to the Orion
system after applying compute/memory profiles and kernel
size-based scheduling. The stream priority mechanism has
only marginal improvements at this point, hence Orion can
also be used in settings where the GPU hardware does not
support stream priorities (e.g., in MPS mode [46]).

We also tune DUR_THRESHOLD. We find that Orion has sta-
ble performance for DUR_THRESHOLD values below 3%. Lin-
ear increases in DUR_THRESHOLD beyond 3% lead to approxi-
mately linear decrease in high-priority job performance, due
to less throttling of best-effort kernels. For example, when
collocating ResNet101 inference with best-effort training, in-
ference latency is 23ms, 26ms, and 30ms for DUR_THRESHOLD
values of 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively, while best-effort
training throughput is 8.7, 9.26, and 9.75 iterations/sec. Users
can tune DUR_THRESHOLD based on high-priority job service
level objectives. We use 2.5% in our experiments.

6.5 Overheads
Kernel launch interception. We measure the execution
time of each inference and training job on a dedicated GPU
using Orion’s kernel interception mechanism to directly
schedule kernels. Compared to native PyTorch, Orion’s over-
head remains less than 1% across all jobs.

Kernel resource profiling.We use the Nsight Systems
(NSYS) and Nsight Compute (NCU) tools from NVIDIA
to profile the first 10 mini-batches of a training job or 10
requests of an inference job. The Nsys tool adds up to 5%
overhead in the iteration time. The NCU tool performs a much
more detailed resource analysis for each kernel (e.g. cache
misses, warp scheduler statistics), and the profiling time is
proportional to the number of kernels. In our experiments, it
takes ∼2-5 seconds per kernel. Since profiling is offline, the
tools do not affect the actual job execution.

Figure 14. Orion performance analysis breakdown for inf-
train, showing which aspects benefit tail latency the most.

7 Discussion
Clustermanager co-design.Orion is currently implemented
as a per-GPU scheduler. In the future, we plan to explore
co-design with cluster management. By using each job’s
compute and memory intensity kernel profiles, the cluster
manager can place jobs with complementary resource pro-
files on the same GPU(s) to maximize resource utilization
and mitigate interference.

Software/hardware co-design. Optimizing GPU utiliza-
tion and performance is challenging with the limited inter-
face that GPU hardware currently exposes to host software.
We draw inspiration from the OpenSSD [59] platform, which
enables research in Flash storage device controller hardware
and host software co-design by exposing a lower-level inter-
face to software. Similar to how software/hardware co-design
can minimize interference on shared SSDs [31, 63, 64, 69],
enabling software/hardware co-design for GPU scheduling
(e.g., controlling the placement of GPU kernels across SMs)
can allow applications to tune end-to-end performance on
shared GPUs. This is particularly important as recent trends
in GPU programming increasingly offload more and more
scheduling to GPU hardware. For instance, CUDA graphs [6]
schedule entire graphs of kernels in the GPU with a single
CUDA API call to reduce CPU launching overhead. In this
context, Orion’s scheduling policy could be implemented ei-
ther at the GPU driver or GPU scheduler level, to interleave
kernels from multiple graphs while minimizing interference.

GPU cache interference.We currently do not consider
GPU cache interference. NVIDIA tools provide cache miss
statistics [26], which can be used to infer more specific pro-
files of kernels and model interference more accurately.

Security.We assume the clients sharing a GPU are in the
same trust domain, which is a reasonable assumption in DNN
clusters operated by the same organization [98, 99]. Hence,
Orion minimizes performance interference, but does not
guarantee secure isolation between untrusted clients sharing
a GPU. Trusted execution environments for heterogeneous
hardware are an active area of research [93].
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Applicability to Large Language Models (LLMs). We
plan to further investigate Orion’s applicability to Large Lan-
guage Models [38, 90]. Previous works [55, 60] have shown
that the token generation phase of LLM inference, which
happens sequentially, token after token, is memory-bound,
while underutilizing GPU’s compute throughput and SMs.
Thus, we can employ Orion’s resource-aware scheduling
policy to colocate LLM inference with computationally in-
tensive workloads. However, the large size of LLMs [38], as
well as the Key-Value cache, used to speedup token gener-
ation [81], significantly inflate the memory requirements
of LLM inference. Therefore, when colocating with other
workloads, additional memory swapping mechanisms must
be employed. As outlined in section 5.1.3, we plan to en-
hance Orion with existing DNN swapping mechanisms. One
such mechanism is PagedAttention [60] which offers dy-
namic allocation and swapping for LLM inference and can
be seamlessly integrated with Orion.

8 Conclusion
Orion is a GPU scheduler that transparently schedules tasks
from multiple clients sharing a GPU at the granularity of
individual operators. By considering the size, compute, and
memory profiles of each operator, Orion reduces interference
to maintain high performance for a high-priority workload
while saving up to 1.49× in cost by making progress on
collocated best-effort jobs (compared to dedicating GPUs to
individual jobs). Unlike other GPU sharing techniques, Orion
schedules at the granularity of individual GPU kernels, en-
abling it to leverage spare GPU resources available for short
time periods (e.g., 10s to 1000s of `s) during DNN job exe-
cution. This approach significantly reduces tail latency for
high-priority jobs compared to prior GPU sharing systems.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
The artifact consists of the source code of Orion5, bench-
marks for deployment and evaluation, scripts and instruc-
tions for characterizing the resource requirements of the
GPU kernels for variousDNNworkloads6, as well as a Docker
image containing all the prerequisites for installing and test-
ing Orion7.
The evaluation focuses on reproducing key results from

the paper, which demonstrate the key benefits of Orion’s
scheduling mechanism over the baselines. We pick 2 experi-
ments (inference-training and inference-inference). In order
to reduce the time and cost of the experiments, we evaluate
only 2 high-priority workloads (ResNet50 and MobileNetV2),
and focus only on the most competitive baselines (REEF and
MPS).
5https://github.com/eth-easl/orion
6https://github.com/eth-easl/orion/tree/main/profiling
7https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/fotstrt/orion-ae/general
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• Inference-Training (Figures 7a and 7b): A high-priority
inferenceworkload is colocatedwith a best-effort train-
ing workload.

• Inference-Inference (Figure 10): Both the high-priority
and best-effort clients run inference workloads.

A.2 Description & Requirements
A.2.1 How to access. The artifact is available in
https://github.com/eth-easl/orion/tree/main/artifact_evaluation.

The DOI for the artifact evaluation is https://zenodo.org/
records/10084464.

A.2.2 Hardware dependencies. The artifact has been tested
on a GCP VM with the following specifications:

• n1-standard-8 type (8 vCPUs, 30 GB DRAM)
• 1 V100-16GB GPU

We have set up a Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Project for
VM creation and artifact evaluation. We have created a GCP
VM image with the NVIDIA drivers installed, to allow for
faster deployment. We encourage the reviewers to create a
Google Cloud account (with an anonymous email) and reach
out to us to be added to the GCP project for conducting
experiments.

A.2.3 Software dependencies.
• Ubuntu 18.04
• CMake 3.19
• CUDA 10.2
• CUDNN 7.6.5
• NVIDIA DRIVER version 510.47
• Python >= 3.8
• PyTorch 1.12 (installed from source, fully installed in
our custom docker image)

• TorchVision 0.13
We have set up a Docker Image with all the software de-

pendencies pre-installed. We encourage reviewers to deploy
and evaluate Orion using this image, as described in our
README.

A.2.4 Benchmarks. We run the following models (infer-
ence + training scripts):

• ResNet50,MobileNet-V2, ResNet101 fromTorchvision [28].
• BERT and Transformer from the NVIDIA repo [22]

All the scripts and their dependencies are included in our
Docker Image.

A.3 Set-up
See our README for detailed instructions. The main steps
include:

1. Start a Google Cloud VM (using our custom VM image)
2. Connect to the VM
3. Start Orion container
4. Clone Orion repo and install

A.4 Evaluation workflow
A.4.1 Major Claims. In the paper, we show Orion’s abil-
ity to maintain the performance of the high-priority job,
while colocating with best-effort jobs.

• (C1): In the case of high-priority inference jobs colo-
cated with best-effort training jobs, Orion keeps the
p95 and p99 latency of the high-priority inference job
within 12% and 14% of the ideal, respectively. This is
proven by the experiment (E1) shown in section 6 and
Figure 7.

• In the case of high-priority inference jobs colocated
with best-effort inference jobs, Orion keeps the p95
latency and p99 latency of the high-priority job within
18% and 22% of the ideal, respectively. This is proven
by the experiment (E2) shown in section 6 and Figure
11.

Furthermore, in both cases, we see that Orion maintains the
tail latency while varying the colocated workloads, while
REEF andMPS cause great variability across the experiments.

A.4.2 Experiments. Experiment (E1): [Inference-Training]
[1̃2 GPU-hours] In this experiment, the high-priority inference
job submits requests following the Poisson distribution with
requests per second as shown in table 3. The best-effort jobs are
training workloads.:

We provide the steps for E1 in our README.

Experiment (E2): [Inference-Inference] [8̃ GPU-hours]: In
this experiment, both jobs run inference workloads. The high-
priority jobs submit requests from the Apollo trace [36], while
the best-effort jobs follow the uniform distribution with rps as
shown in table 3.

We provide the steps for E2 in our README.
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